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ABSTRACT

Keywords

The Web has been rapidly “deepened” by myriad searchable databases online, where data are hidden behind query interfaces. As an
essential task toward integrating these massive “deep Web” sources,
large scale schema matching (i.e., discovering semantic correspondences of attributes across many query interfaces) has been actively
studied recently. In particular, many works have emerged to address this problem by “holistically” matching many schemas at the
same time and thus pursuing “mining” approaches in nature. However, while holistic schema matching has built its promise upon the
large quantity of input schemas, it also suffers the robustness problem caused by noisy data quality. Such noises often inevitably arise
in the automatic extraction of schema data, which is mandatory in
large scale integration. For holistic matching to be viable, it is thus
essential to make it robust against noisy schemas. To tackle this
challenge, we propose a data-ensemble framework with sampling
and voting techniques, which is inspired by bagging predictors.
Specifically, our approach creates an ensemble of matchers, by randomizing input schema data into many independently downsampled trials, executing the same matcher on each trial and then aggregating their ranked results by taking majority voting. As a principled basis, we provide analytic justification of the effectiveness
of this data-ensemble framework. Further, empirically, our experiments on real Web data show that the “ensemblization” indeed significantly boosts the matching accuracy under noisy schema input,
and thus maintains the desired robustness of a holistic matcher.

data integration, deep Web, schema matching, ensemble, bagging
predictors

1.

INTRODUCTION

With the prevalence of online Web databases, large scale integration has become a pressing problem. In particular, we have
witnessed the rapid growth of databases on the Web, or the socalled “deep Web.” A July 2000 survey [4] estimated that 96,000
“search cites” and 550 billion content pages in this deep Web. Our
recent study [7] in April 2004 estimated 450,000 online databases.
With the virtually unlimited amount of information sources, the
deep Web is clearly an important frontier for data integration.
To enable the integration of the deep Web, it is critical to discover matchings among attributes across large scale sources. On
the deep Web, numerous online databases provide dynamic querybased data access through their query interfaces, instead of static
URL links. Each query interface accepts queries over its query
schemas (e.g., author, title, subject, ... for amazon.com ). Schema
matching (i.e., discovering semantic correspondences of attributes)
among many query interfaces is essential for mediating queries
across deep Web sources.
In particular, with the proliferation of sources in various domains, we often face the challenges of integrating and thus matching “alternative” sources in the same domain (e.g., Books, Airfares). For instance, we may build a comparison shopping service
for books or airfares, e.g., purchasing a book with lowest price
among book sources or a flight ticket with the best trade-off between price and number of connections among airline sources. To
enable such integration scenarios, we need to discover either simple 1:1 matchings, e.g., subject = category in Books, or complex
m:n matchings, e.g., passengers = {adults, seniors, children,
infants} in Airfares.
While schema matching has been a central issue in data integration [3, 18], the large scale sets new requirements on the matching task. Traditional schema matching works (e.g., [17, 8, 16,
13, 15]) are developed for small scale and static integration scenarios, in which automatic matching technique is often an option
to reduce human labor, as an aid to manually configured semantics. Schema matching under such scenarios is abstracted as finding pairwise attribute correspondences between two sources and
thus cannot scale well. In contrast, in large scale data integration
scenarios, the matching process needs to be as automatic as possible and scalable to large quantities of sources, as the large scale
mandates.
The challenge of large scale lends itself to a novel opportunity for
automatic large scale schema matching– Many recent works [9, 11,
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framework to realize it? The key challenges exist on both the input
and output sides of the solution. On the input side, as we cannot
generally differentiate noisy schemas from correct ones, it is infeasible to identify and remove noises. Thus, our approach has to
essentially account for the presence of noisy data in the input. On
the output side, our approach should give a predictable guarantee
on the expected robustness, e.g., how robust it can be when some
characteristics of the schema data and the holistic matching algorithm are known.
To tackle these challenges, we develop a data-ensemble framework by exploiting sampling and voting techniques (Sections 3, 4).
In particular, on the input side, we take an ensemble of multiple
matchers, where each matcher is executed over an independent random sampling of the input schemas. On the output side, we take
majority voting to aggregate the ranked results of all the matchers
into a merged list of ranked matchings, which can alleviate the impact of noises and more accurately reflect the correct ranking of
matchings. We build an analytic model to help us justify the effectiveness of this framework and predict its robustness.
We note that, our data-ensemble idea is inspired by bagging predictors [6] in machine learning– That is, we are essentially applying
bagging techniques in a new scenario of mining matchings. Bagging predictors is a method for maintaining the robustness of “unstable” classification algorithms where small changes in the training set result in large changes in prediction. In particular, it creates
multiple versions of a classifier, trains each classifier on a random
redistribution of the training set and finally takes a plurality voting
among all the classifiers to predict the class. Therefore, our dataensemble approach has the same foundation as bagging predictors
on exploiting majority voting to make an algorithm robust against
outlier data in the input. In Section 3, we will further compare the
difference of our framework with bagging predictors.
We evaluate the data-ensemble framework over our motivating
integration scenario, i.e., to make a holistic matcher robust against
the noisy input from a schema extractor (Section 5). Our goals are
twofold: (1) Verify our motivating observation that noises made
by schema extraction can significantly affect the matching performance. (2) Validate the effectiveness of the data-ensemble framework over real Web data.
In our development, we also observe some open issues that warrant further research. Can we develop a systematic and principled
method to determine the configuration of this data-ensemble framework? How to solve the uncertainty problem of matching result?
What is the applicability of this framework? We discuss these open
issues in Section 6.
In summary, the contributions of this paper are:
• As our problem, we identify noisy data quality as an inherent
challenge for leveraging holistic quantity in large scale schema
matching. Such a data quality problem is critical for sustaining
holistic schema matching as a practical and viable technique.

1. author = format = name
2. subject = category
3. format = binding

Figure 1: The holistic schema matching approach.
10, 19] have emerged to address schema matching “holistically”
by matching many schemas at the same time and finding all matchings at once. Such holistic schema matching relies on large scale
data quantity to discover semantic correspondences of attributes
and thus essentially pursues a “data mining” approach in nature. In
particular, statistical model discovery [9], clustering [11, 19] and
correlation mining [10] approaches have been developed to “mine”
matchings. Therefore, holistic schema matching can be abstracted
as taking a set of schemas as input and outputting a ranked list of
matchings, as Figure 1 shows.
However, while holistic schema matching leverages the opportunity of large data quantity, it also suffers the inherent problem
of noisy data quality, which has not been extensively noticed and
studied. Specifically, as the large scale mandates, to automate the
matching process, the gathering of schemas (i.e., extracting schemas
from a set of query interfaces in HTML format) should also be
automated– If the schemas are to be manually prepared, it would
certainly defeat the purpose of automatic schema matching, especially for large scale integration. Although automatic schema extraction has been proposed recently [21, 12], as existing holistic
schema matching works all adopt manually extracted schemas, the
integration of these two “subsystems” remains unstudied. In particular, since errors are inevitable in automatic schema extraction,
the input schemas of holistic schema matching are in fact noisy. As
Section 2.1 will discuss, the noises made by schema extraction can
compromise the matching performance to as much as 30%, rendering holistic matching almost unusable. Therefore, without essentially addressing the issue of data quality, holistic schema matching
does not sustain itself as a viable technique.
We are thus facing a practical and challenging problem: For
holistic schema matching, how do we meet the opportunity of holistic quantity with the challenge of robust quality? While large scale
integration enables us to embrace the “blessing” of holistic quantity, – nothing comes for free– it also challenges us with the “curse”
of non-robust quality, as data are inevitably noisy. Our goal is to
maintain the robustness of a holistic matcher with the presence of
noisy input schemas. In particular, as our design objective, we are
searching for a solution that is: 1) deployable: We would like the
solution to build upon an existing matching approach to maintain
its robustness, instead of redesigning a new algorithm; 2) general:
We would like the solution to make minimal assumption of specific
matching approaches so that it can be widely applicable to different
holistic matchers.
As a result, our solution builds on the critical insight that while
large scale schema matching poses the robustness problem, the solution lies in the holistic nature itself. In particular, we observe that
holistic schema matching only needs sufficient but not all schema
data. As attribute information are repeatedly used across large scale
deep Web sources, e.g., with enough book sources presenting attributes author, title, ..., a subset of schemas may still contain sufficient information to represent the complete data set. Thus, we in
fact need only sufficient correct schemas, instead of all of them, to
execute a holistic matcher.
While this insight is promising, how to develop a principled

• As our solution, we develop a data-ensemble framework with
sampling and voting techniques, inspired by bagging predictors. We are essentially applying bagging techniques in a new
scenario of mining semantic correspondences among attributes.
Our experiments show the promise of this framework.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reports
issues we find in integrating schema extraction and holistic schema
matching, and then motivates the data-ensemble framework. Section 3 models the data-ensemble framework and provides analytic
justification of its effectiveness. Section 4 discusses technical details. Section 5 reports our experiments. Section 6 discusses several
further opportunities and open issues and then concludes the paper.
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2.

MOTIVATION
[Author; {contain}; text]

As Section 1 discussed, toward building large scale schema integration systems, it is critical to integrate holistic schema matching with automatic schema extraction. This system integration inevitably raises a new challenge of noisy data quality, which has
not been extensively investigated. In particular, what we have observed, when integrating schema matching with extraction, is the
problem of error cascade– That is, the inevitable errors made by
automatic schema extraction may cascade to holistic schema matching and thus significantly affect the matching performance. In this
section, we first define, by way of brief summary, the two “subsystems” (i.e., schema extraction and holistic schema matching) to be
integrated, based on which we observe the error cascade phenomenon in putting them together (Section 2.1) and further motivate the
insight of our solution (Section 2.2).

[Title; {contain}; text]

Schema
Extraction

……
[Format; {=}; {hardcopy,
paperback, …}]
……

Figure 2: Subsystem SE : Schema extraction.

2.1

The Problem: Error Cascade

As Section 1 discussed, integrating SE and SM subsystems is
a critical step toward building large scale schema integration systems. In our development, we choose the Schema Extractor we
proposed in [21] and the DCM matcher we developed in [10] as
our testbed subsystems to integrate. Our goal is to see whether SE
can sustain the schema matching task SM with extraction errors.
In particular, given Web pages containing query interfaces in the
same domain as the input, we use the Schema Extractor to extract
the schema of each interface and then execute the DCM matcher on
all the extracted schemas to discover matchings.
While we must integrate the two complementary subsystems to
build a complete system for automating holistic schema matching, can the “accuracy” of SE sustain the demand of data quality for SM ? As [21] reported, when studied in isolation, SE delivers 85-90+% accuracy– thus it will make about 1-1.5 mistake
for every 10 query conditions to extract. While seemingly satisfactory, putting in the context of the integrated system, is this accuracy
good enough? As our experiment shows in Section 5, with noisy
input, the accuracy of the holistic matcher may degrade up to 30%,
comparing to the results reported in [10], which shows that errors
indeed cascade along the execution of subsystems.
The performance degradation results mainly from the negative
impact of the noisy input on the right ranking of matchings in the
output of SM. When input schemas are noisy, the ranking of matchings is likely to be affected (i.e., incorrect matchings maybe ranked
higher than correct ones). Consequently, the ranking is less reliable
for the “consumer” applications of SM to select correct matchings.
For instance, an application-specific matching selection step is often introduced after SM to choose the most promising subset of
matchings among all the discovered ones. Since such a selection
naturally relies on the ranking of matchings, it is critical to make
SM still output a good ranking with the presence of noises.

Schema Extraction [Subsystem SE ]:
The subsystem SE extracts the schema information of a Web
query interface in its HTML format. For instance, given the advanced book search of amazon.com, SE will extract its schemas
as a set of query conditions, as shown in Figure 2. In particular,
[Author; {contain}; text] means the value of attribute author can be
filled with any text; [Format; {=}; {hardcopy, paperback, ...}] means
the value of attribute format has to be selected from a give set of
options.
Recent works [21, 12] developed automatic techniques for such
schema extraction. Reference [21] introduces a parsing approach
by hypothesizing the existence of hidden syntax, which connects
attribute semantics of a query interface to its visual layout in the
Web page. Reference [12] proposes a two-step extraction algorithm
by first translating the HTML text into an internal interface expression (or IEXP) and then recognizing attribute semantics (e.g., labeling of attribute name and grouping of elements) from the translated
IEXP based on some rules.
Holistic Schema Matching [Subsystem SM ]:
Given a set of schemas, the schema matching subsystem is to discover semantic correspondences (i.e., matchings) among attributes.
Some recent schema matching works specifically focus on discovering matchings among a set of query interfaces [9, 11, 10, 19].
Unlike traditional schema matching, which mostly targets at small
scale integration by finding pairwise attribute correspondences between two schemas [17, 8, 16, 13, 15], these works match schemas
in a “holistic” way by taking many schemas as input and outputting
all the matchings among the input schemas. Since for any holistic matcher, regardless its matching techniques, each discovered
matching is quantified with a “confidence” score, its output is thus
a ranked list of scored matchings. Therefore, we abstract a holistic
matcher as a module whose input is a set of schemas and output a
ranked list of matchings, as Figure 1 shows.
Sharing the same abstraction of holistic schema matching, there
are different realizations. In particular, the MGS approach [9] abstracts schema matching problem as hidden model discovery by hypothesizing the existence of a hidden schema model, which generates schemas with probabilistic behavior. The DCM approach [10]
tackles the problem of finding complex matchings with a correlation mining approach, based on the observation that co-occurrence
patterns across schemas often reveal complex semantic relationships. Reference [19] pursues a clustering-based matching approach
by exploring the “bridging” effect among schemas. WISE [11] is a
comprehensive query interface integrator, which combines multiple
matching techniques such as clustering.

2.2 The Solution: Insight
While large scale data integration brings forward the inherent
problem of noisy quality in schema extraction, the large scale also
lends itself to an intriguing potential solution. An interesting question to ask is: Do we need all input schemas in matching their attributes? In principle, since pursuing a data mining approach, holistic schema matching exploits “statistics-based” evaluation (e.g., clustering, correlation mining) in nature and thus needs only “sufficient observations.” As query interfaces tend to share attributes,
e.g., author, title, subject, ISBN are repeatedly used in many book
sources, a subset of schemas may still contain sufficient information to “represent” the complete set of schemas. Thus, the holistic
matcher in fact only needs sufficient correct schemas to execute,
instead of all of them. This insight is promising, but it also brings
a new challenge: As there is no way to differentiate noisy schemas
with correct ones, how should we select the schemas to guarantee
the robustness of our solution?
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Tackling this challenge, we propose a data-ensemble framework,
with sampling and voting techniques, to build upon and extend an
existing holistic matcher, and meanwhile maintain its robustness.
To begin with, we consider to execute the holistic matcher on a randomly sampled subset of input schemas. Such a downsampling has
two attractive characteristics: First, when schemas are abundant, it
is likely to contain sufficient correct schemas to be matched. Second, by sampling away some schemas, it is likely to contain fewer
noises and thus has more chance to sustain the holistic matcher.
Further, while a single downsampling may (or may not) achieve
good result, as a randomized scheme, the expected robustness can
only be realized in “statistical” sense– Thus, we propose to take
an ensemble of multiple matchers, where each matcher is executed
over an independent downsampling of schemas. We expect the majority of these matchers have better results than directly running the
matcher on all the schemas. Thus, by taking majority voting among
these matchers, we can achieve a much better matching accuracy.
As Section 1 discussed, this data-ensemble idea essentially applies bagging techniques [6] in machine learning. However, our approach is different from bagging predictors in several aspects. First,
setting: We apply the idea of the ensemble of randomized data for
unsupervised learning (e.g., in our scenario, holistic schema matching with statistical analysis), instead of supervised learning, which
bagging predictors is developed for. Second, techniques: Our concrete techniques are different from bagging predictors. In particular, in the sampling part, we take a downsampling other than random redistribution with replacement; in the voting part, we need to
aggregate a set of ranked lists, which is more complicated than aggregate a set of labels in bagging predictors. Third, analytic modeling: We build an analytic modeling specific to our holistic schema
matching scenario (Section 3), which enables us to validate the effectiveness of a particular configuration.
The following two sections will discuss in details about this dataensemble framework. In particular, we first more formally model
this framework and analyze its effectiveness (Section 3). Then
we will present the technical details we developed for the dataensemble framework (Section 4).

3.

SE

SE

I = {Q1, Q2, …, QN}

I = {Q1, Q2, …, QN}

Multiple Sampling
1st trial
I1(S)

SM
A

Tth trial
IT(S)

SM
A

SM
A

RIA1 ( S )

RIAT ( S )
Rank Aggregation

A ranked list of matchings

RIA
(a) The base framework



Merged ranking of matchings
or

( RIA1 ( S ) , RIA2 ( S ) ,..., RIAT ( S ) )

A
(S,T)

(b) The data-ensemble framework

Figure 3: Integration of subsystems SE and SM.
based on which our analysis for a single matching can also cover
all the matchings.
Specifically, given a set of N schemas I as input, assume there
are W problematic schemas (i.e., noises) that affect the ranking of
M . Suppose the holistic matcher A can correctly rank M if one
trial draws no more than K noises (K < W )– i.e., in which case,
M as a correct matching can actually be ranked higher.
Next, we need to model the data-ensemble framework, which
consists of two steps: multiple sampling and rank aggregation, as
Figure 3(b) shows. First, in the multiple sampling step, we conduct T downsamplings of the input schemas I, where each downsampling is a subset of independently sampled S schemas from
I. We name such a downsampling as a trial and thus have T
trials in total. We denote ith trial as Ii (S) (1 ≤ i ≤ T ). By
executing the base algorithm A over each trial Ii (S), we get a
ranked list of matchings RIAi (S) . Second, the rank aggregation
step aggregates ranked matchings from all the trials, i.e., RIAi (S)
(1 ≤ i ≤ T ), into a merged list of ranked matchings, which we denote as R(RIA1 (S) , ..., RIAT (S) ), or RA
I(S,T ) in short. We expect the
aggregate ranking RA
I(S,T ) can alleviate the impact of noises and
thus is better than RIA .
Since W is determined by “inherent” characteristics of input
schemas I and K by the holistic matcher A, we name them as base
parameters. Unlike W and K, the sampling size S and the number
of trials T are “engineered” configurations of the data-ensemble
framework and thus named as framework parameters.

THE DATA-ENSEMBLE FRAMEWORK

In this section, we present our modeling of the data-ensemble
framework (Section 3.1), based on which we can more formally
analyze its effectiveness (Section 3.2).

3.1 Modeling
We develop a general modeling to formalize the data-ensemble
framework motivated in Section 2.2. In particular, a schema extractor outputs a set of N schemas, denoted by I = {Q1 , Q2 , ..., QN }.
We denote the SM subsystem as an abstract module A. A holistic matcher A thus takes I as input and outputs a ranked list of
matchings, denoted by RIA . Figure 3(a) illustrates the “base framework” of simply concatenating SE and SM, which suffers the error
cascade problem and thus needs to be enhanced. Unlike the base
framework in Figure 3(a), the data-ensemble framework views the
matching module A as a black box base algorithm and extends it
by exploiting sampling and voting techniques. Therefore, we need
to first model the “behavior” of A and then the setting of the dataensemble framework.
Overall, the essential goal of A is to generate matchings M1 , ...,
Mn in a correctly ranked order under the impact of imperfect data
quality. In our modeling, we will focus on the impact of noises
on a single matching M . As we will discuss later, our analysis
should generally assume a representative “worst-case” matching,

3.2

Analysis

Our goal of analysis is to justify, given estimation of the base
parameters, W and K, which characterize the data quality and the
base algorithm, can certain configuration, in terms of S and T , of
the data-ensemble framework achieve robustness?
In particular, given our modeling, we can derive the probability
to correctly rank M in a single trial, which we name as hit probability, i.e., the chance of “hit” a correct ranking of M in a single
trial (and as we will discuss later, we will do more trials to enhance
the overall hit ratio). Given base parameters W and K of M , hit
probability is a function of S (and not T as it is for a single trial)
and thus denoted as αM (S). To derive αM (S), we first compute
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0.1

the probability that there are exactly i noises in a single trial, denoted by P r(k = i|S), i.e., with i noises out of W and S − i
correct ones out of N − W :

P r(k = i|S) =

W
N −W
)(
)
i
S−i
N
(
)
S

0.08
0.07
Probability

(

0.09

(1)

As our model assumes, M can be correctly ranked when there
are no more than K noises. We thus have:

αM (S) =

K
X

0.01

P r(k = i|S)

(2)

11

22

33

44

55

66

77

88

99

OM

T!
α (S)t (1 − αM (S))T −t
t!(T − t)! M

Figure 4: The binomial distribution of OM , with T = 99 and
αM (S) = 0.55.
Example 1: Assume there are 50 input schemas (i.e., N = 50).
As characteristics of the data quality and the base algorithm, suppose a matching M cannot be correctly ranked because of 6 noisy
schemas (i.e., W = 6); on the other hand, suppose M can be correctly ranked if there are no more than two noisy schemas (i.e., K
= 2). Also, as the configuration of the data-ensemble framework,
suppose we want to sample 20 schemas in a single trial and conduct
99 trials (i.e., S = 20 and T = 99).
According to Equation 1, in any single trial, we have 0.04 probability to get no noisy schema, 0.18 probability with one and 0.33
probability with two. Together, we have 0.04 + 0.18 + 0.33 = 0.55
probability to correctly rank M in one trial (i.e., αM (S) = 0.55).
Further, Figure 4 shows the binomial distribution of OM . Going
back to the coin tossing analogy, this figure essentially shows, if
the probability to get a head in one toss is 0.55, after tossing 99
times, the probability of observing a certain number of heads. For
instance, we have P r(OM = 50|S, T ) = 0.05, which means the
probability to observe 50 heads in 99 tosses is 0.05. According to
Equation 4, we have 0.84 voting confidence to correctly rank M
(or observe heads) in more than 49 trials (or tosses) (i.e., βM (S, T )
= 0.84). Therefore, even αM (S) is not very high, e.g., 0.55 in this
example, with sufficient number of trials, it is still very likely that
M can be correctly ranked in the majority of trials.

(3)

Since our goal is to take majority voting among all the trials (in
rank aggregation), we need a sufficient number of trials to ensure
that M is “very likely” to be correctly ranked in the relative majority of trials. As an analogy, consider the coin tossing: Even the
probability to get a head in each toss is high, say 0.8, we may not
always observe 0.8 × T heads in T trials; the actual number of
heads may even be a minority of trials– And our goal is to design a
T such that “the number of heads” is very likely to be the majority.
We thus need a sufficient number of trials to enable the majority
voting. We name the probability that M can be correctly ranked in
the majority of trials (i.e., more than half of trials) as voting confidence. Voting confidence is a function of T (as just intuitively
observed) and S (as it also depends on αM (S) and thus S). We
denote the voting confidence as βM (S, T ). In particular, we have
T
X

0.04

0.02

Next, we are interested in how many times, among T trials, can
we observe M being ranked correctly? This problem can be transformed as the standard scenario of tossing an unfair coin in statistics: Given the probability of getting a “head” in each toss as
αM (S), with T tosses, how many times can we observe heads?
With this equivalent view, we know that the number of trials in
which M is correctly ranked (i.e., the number of tosses to observe
heads), denoted by OM , is a random variable that has a binomial
distribution [2] with the success probability in one trial as αM (S).
We use P r(OM = t|S, T ) to denote the probability that M is
correctly ranked in exactly t trials. According to the binomial distribution, we have

βM (S, T ) =

0.05

0.03

i=0

P r(OM = t|S, T ) =

0.06

P r(OM = t|S, T ).

Finally, while our analysis above focuses on a single matching,
there are multiple matchings, M1 , M2 , ..., Mn , to discover. We
note that our analysis can generally assume a representative “worstcase” matching, based on which the analysis will also cover all the
matchings. Specifically, the above modeling can be applied to any
Mi with its corresponding Wi and Ki values. We then assume
there is a “worst-case” matching M ∗ with base parameters W ∗
and K ∗ . We want to show that if we are likely to correctly rank
M ∗ in the majority of trials under some setting, we are even more
likely to correctly rank all the matchings M1 , M2 , ..., Mn in the
majority of trials with the same setting.
We show that the base parameters of the imaginary “worst-case”
matching M ∗ can be set as W ∗ = max Wi and K ∗ = min Ki ,
1 ≤ i ≤ n. Intuitively, the higher W is, the lower αM (S) will be
because we have more noises in the input schemas I; on the other
hand, the lower K is, the lower αM (S) will be because the base
algorithm A is less robust against noises. More formally, we can
show that αM (S) is monotonically decreasing with respect to W
and monotonically increasing with respect to K. (The derivation is

(4)

t= T +1
2

As a remark, in Equation 4, we constrain T as an odd number
and thus T +1
is the minimum number of trials needed to be the
2
majority1 .
Our modeling essentially captures the functional relationship of
the sampling size S and the number of trials T to together achieve
a desired voting confidence. The interpretation of Equation 4 is:
Given S and T , we can use Equation 4 to evaluate how effective
the framework is. In particular, we illustrate with Example 1 as a
basis of understanding how the framework works.
1
When T is odd, the notion of majority is always well defined, as
there are no ties (of equal halves).
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make RA
I(S,T ) reflect the rankings of matchings in the majority of
A
RI1 (S) , ..., RIAT (S) .
We notice that the rank aggregation in our situation is slightly
different from the traditional rank aggregation problem. Traditional
rank aggregation assumes all voters share the same set of candidates and only rank them in different orders. In contrast, in our
scenario, no candidates are given before executing the base algorithm and each trial outputs its own matching result. Therefore,
before aggregate rankings, we need to have a candidate selection
step to select matching candidates.
Consequently, the rank aggregation phase consists of two substeps: 1) Candidate selection: To select candidates from each RIAi (S)
to form a common pool of candidates C. 2) Rank aggregation:
To aggregate the T rankings P RIA1 (S) , ..., P RIAT (S) into RA
I(S,T ) ,
where P RIAi (S) is the “projected” ranking of RIAi (S) on C, as we
will discuss below.

straightforward and thus we do not provide a proof here.) Therefore, if we assume a matching M ∗ with base parameters W ∗ as the
maximal value of Wi and K ∗ the minimal value of Ki , we have
αMi (S) ≥ αM ∗ (S) any matching Mi (1 ≤ i ≤ n).
Further, we can show that all the matchings also have higher voting confidence than M ∗ . Intuitively, if a matching M has higher
hit probability, M should be more likely to be observed in the
majority of trials, which means it also has a higher voting confidence. In particular, we can show that βM (S, T ) is monotonically increasing with respect to αM (S). (Similarly, the derivation is straightforward and thus we do not provide a proof here.)
Therefore, since αMi (S) ≥ αM ∗ (S) (1 ≤ i ≤ n), we have
βMi (S, T ) ≥ βM ∗ (S, T ) (1 ≤ i ≤ n). This inequality indicates that M ∗ is indeed the “worst-case” matching. Specifically, if
we can find an appropriate setting of S and T to correctly rank M ∗
in the majority of trials with high confidence, we will have even
more confidence to correctly rank all the matchings in the majority
of trials with the same setting of S and T .

4.

Candidate Selection
We select candidates based on the intuition that if a matching M
is only discovered by a minority of trials, M is more likely to be a
false matching. Therefore, we consider a matching as a candidate
if it appears in the majority of T rankings, RIA1 (S) , ..., RIAT (S) . All
the matchings whose numbers of occurrences are less than T +1
are
2
thus pruned.
Let C denote the union of all the candidates in each RIAi (S) . After
candidate selection, we will remove the non-candidate matchings
from each RIAi (S) and meanwhile preserve the ordering of candidates; the corresponding new ranked list, which can be viewed as
a “projection” of RIAi (S) on C, contains only candidates and is denoted as P RIAi (S) .

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Section 3 modeled and analyzed the data-ensemble framework
in an abstract view; in this section, we discuss the technical details
in our development. First, the multiple sampling step is straightforward and the only thing we need to consider is to determine the
sampling size S and the number of trials T . As we will discuss
in Section 4.1, in our current development, we empirically choose
S and T values that can achieve the best performance. Second, we
need to develop a rank aggregation strategy to aggregate the matching results from all the trials into a merged ranked list of matchings.
We discuss this issue in Section 4.2.

Example 2: Assume we execute the base algorithm A on three trials, i.e., T = 3, and the outputs are thus three ranked lists RIA1 (S) ,
RIA2 (S) and RIA3 (S) . Suppose RIA1 (S) outputs ranking M1 > M2 >
M3 > M4 in descending order, RIA2 (S) outputs M2 > M1 >
M3 > M5 , and RIA3 (S) outputs M3 > M1 > M2 > M4 .
Since T +1
= 2, any matching that occurs only once will be
2
pruned. In particular, M5 is pruned; other matchings, M1 , M2 , M3
and M4 , all at least occur twice and thus are selected as matching
candidates. Therefore, we have C = {M1 , M2 , M3 , M4 }.
The projected rankings are thus RRIA1 (S) : M1 > M2 > M3 >
M4 , P RIA2 (S) : M2 > M1 > M3 , and P RIA3 (S) : M3 > M1 >
M2 > M4 . In particular, M5 does not appear in P RIA2 (S) because
it has been pruned.

4.1 Sampling and Trials: Configuration
The first phase of the data-ensemble framework is to choose appropriate sampling size and number of trials. On one hand, we
want to reduce unnecessary downsampling. A very small S value
may not be able to collect enough schemas to represent the complete input data and consequently degrade the accuracy of the base
matching algorithm. However, a larger S may contain more noises
and thus also affect the accuracy of the matching result. Therefore,
it is important to choose an appropriate S value to achieve good
matching performance. (Our experiment in Section 5 also reflects
this observation.)
On the other hand, we want to reduce unnecessary trials. As
Section 3.2 discussed, the more trials we have, the higher voting
confidence will be. Considering the execution time of the dataensemble framework, we do not want to be over-tried; therefore,
within all the settings that can produce acceptable performance, we
prefer the one with a smaller T .
In our development, we empirically determine the S and T values that achieve the best performance, as Section 5 will illustrate.
We notice that systematically choosing the best (S, T ) pair is a
problem that deserves further investigation, since the best setting
may be various in terms of different input data and base matching
algorithms. In Section 6, we will discuss our future plan of developing a more principled approach to choosing S and T .

Rank Aggregation
In rank aggregation, we need to construct an ordered list RA
I(S,T )
for the candidates in C, based on the individual ranks P RIA1 (S) , ...,
P RIAT (S) . This problem is essentially a rank aggregation problem,
which has been extensively studied as a particular voting system
in social science [14, 5]. In the literature, many rank aggregation
strategies have been proposed, such as Borda’s aggregation [5] and
Kemeny optimal aggregation [14]. There does not exist an aggregation strategy that can beat other strategies in all aspects– Different
strategies have different strength and weakness.
Before discussing concrete aggregation strategies, we first need
to solve the partial list problem. Specifically, since the output of
one trial may not contain all the candidates in C, P RIAi (S) may be
only a partially ordered list. To be able to apply the aggregation
strategy (as we will discuss below), it is necessary to also assign
ranks to the candidates not in the list. In our development, given a

4.2 Voting: Rank Aggregation
The second phase of the data-ensemble framework is to aggregate rankings RIA1 (S) , ..., RIAT (S) from the T trials into a merged
list of ranked matchings RA
I(S,T ) . The main issue we are facing in
this phase is thus to develop a rank aggregation strategy that can
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To test the effectiveness of the data-ensemble framework over
real data, we apply our approach to deep Web sources in two representative domains, Books and Airfares, in the TEL-8 dataset of
the UIUC Web Integration Repository [1]. For each source, we use
the Schema Extractor to automatically extract schemas from Web
query interfaces. Then, for each domain, we use the DCM matcher
to discover matchings among the extracted schemas.
To have a fair comparison of the matching results, we adopt the
matching selection step and accuracy metrics developed in [10].
First, a greedy selection strategy is proposed in [10] to select a subset of most promising matchings among all the discovered ones. As
the final matching accuracy is evaluated on selected matchings, to
fairly compare the results of the data-ensemble framework and the
base framework, we apply the same selection strategy to choose a
subset of matchings from the aggregate ranking RA
I(S,T ) .
Second, to evaluate the accuracy of selected matchings, we adopt
the same metric, target accuracy, as DCM was validated. In particular, to compare selected matchings, denoted by Mh , with correct matchings written by human experts, denoted by Mc , reference [10] introduces a new term, closenym: Two attributes are
closenym if they have one of the synonym, hyponym and hypernym relationships. Given an attribute Aj , its closenym set is the set
of attributes that are closenyms of Aj with respect to a matching
result M, denoted as Cls(Aj |M). The target precision and target
recall of Mh with respect to Mc are defined as:

trial with a partial list, we assign all the uncovered candidates with
the same lowest rank. Therefore, in one trial, a covered candidate
is always ranked higher than an uncovered one, and two uncovered
candidates are equally ranked.
Although essentially any rank aggregation strategy can be applied in our scenario, in our development, we choose Borda’s aggregation [5]. A primary strength of Borda’s aggregation is that it
is computationally very efficient: It can be implemented in linear
time. Also, it satisfies the properties called anonymity, neutrality,
and consistency in the social science community [20].
Specifically, in Borda’s aggregation, given a candidate Mj , let
rji be number of matchings ranked lower than Mj in P RIAi (S) , the
borda score of Mj , denoted as B(Mj ), is defined as the sum of all
PT
A
rji , i.e., B(Mj ) =
k=1 rjk . The aggregation result RI(S,T ) is
thus the descending ordering of all the candidates with respect to
their borda scores.
Example 3: Continue on Example 2, after candidate selection, we
first complete the partial lists. In particular, since P RIA2 (S) only
partially ranks the four candidates, we assign the lowest rank to the
uncovered candidate M4 , i.e., we rank M4 as the 4th candidate in
P RIA2 (S) .
Next, we compute the borda score for each candidate and then
apply Borda’s aggregation. In particular, since M1 is ranked higher
than 3 candidates in P RIA1 (S) , 2 in P RIA2 (S) and 2 in P RIA3 (S) , the
borda score for M1 is 3 + 2 + 2 = 7. Similarly, the borda scores for
M2 to M4 are 6, 5, 0 respectively. The final ranking RA
I(S,T ) is thus
M1 > M 2 > M 3 > M 4 .

5.

P (Mh , Mc ) =
R(Mh , Mc ) =

EXPERIMENTS

P
Aj

O
|Cls(Aj |Mc )∩Cls(Aj |Mh )|
P j
|Cls(Aj |Mh )|
Ok

Aj

O
|Cls(Aj |Mc )∩Cls(Aj |Mh )|
P j
.
Ok
|Cls(Aj |Mc )|

P

In the above definitions, the precision and recall of each individO
ual attribute is weighted by P Oj k , where Oj is the frequency of
attribute Aj in the dataset (i.e., its number of occurrences in different schemas).

We evaluate the data-ensemble framework over our motivating
integration scenario in Section 2.1, i.e., to make a holistic matcher
robust against the noisy input schemas from a schema extractor.
In particular, we implement the framework in Python 2.4 and test
all the experiments on a Windows XP machine with Pentium M
1.6GHz CPU and 512M memory. We integrate concrete matching and extraction subsystems, and test both the base and dataensemble frameworks over the integrated system with real query
interfaces as input.
In particular, we test our approach over real query interfaces in
two domains: Books and Airfares. First, we test the base framework by directly running a holistic matcher on the real data, which
on one hand shows the error cascade problem, and on the other
hand sets the baseline result we will compare to. Second, we run
the data-ensemble framework over the real data and compare its
accuracy with the baseline result. The result shows that our framework can significantly improve the accuracy of a holistic matcher.
Third, to help us find the optimal configuration setting, we execute
the data-ensemble framework under various parameter values. Section 5.1 discusses our experiment setup and Section 5.2 shows the
experimental result.

5.2

Experimental Result

The baseline result: The baseline result we will compare to is the
result of executing the base framework (Figure 3(a)). The fourth
and fifth columns in Figure 5 show the result, where the fourth column is the target precision and the fifth column the target recall.
Comparing to the result reported in [10], where the input schemas
are perfectly extracted, the accuracy of the base framework significantly degrades due to the error cascade problem. To make the
comparison more illustrative, we list the corresponding accuracies
of [10] in the second and third columns. We can see that the degradation of target accuracy is up to 30%. This accuracy degradation is
mainly because the existence of noises affects the ranking of matchings and thus the result of matching selection.
The result of the data-ensemble framework: Next, we test the
data-ensemble framework on the two domains with empirically obtained optimal parameter settings. In particular, for Books, we set
the sampling size S as 20 and the number of trials T as 41; for
Airfares, we set S as 16 and T as 41. As Section 6 will discuss,
one of our future work is to find a systematic and principled way to
determine S and T , probably building upon our analytic modeling
in Section 3.
As the data-ensemble framework is essentially a data-randomized
approach (with multiple random trials), it is “non-deterministic”–
We thus measure the distribution of its performance. Specifically,
we execute the framework 100 times on Books with the same setting S = 20, T = 41. Similarly, we execute it 100 times on Airfares

5.1 Experiment Setup
As discussed in Section 2.1, we integrate the Schema Extractor developed in [21] and the DCM matcher in [10]. This integrated system naturally becomes our testbed of the data-ensemble
framework over real data. In particular, the DCM matcher discovers not only simple 1:1 matchings but also complex m:n matchings, e.g., author = {last name, first name}, with a correlation
mining approach. As a mining approach in nature, DCM takes a
set of schemas as input and outputs a list of discovered matchings
ranked by a correlation measure, which fits our general modeling
of a holistic matcher and is thus a qualified testbed.
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Domain

The base algorithm
perfect input
noisy input
precision recall precision recall
1.0
1.0
0.73
0.75
1.0
1.0
0.67
0.68

Books
Airfares

The data-ensemble framework
average accuracy
best accuracy
precision recall precision recall
0.83
0.89
0.93
1.0
0.79
0.79
1.0
0.88

1.0

1.0
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0.9

0.8
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Figure 5: The comparison of target accuracy on two domains.
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Figure 6: The target precision with 100 executions on two domains.
with the same setting S = 16, T = 41. To quantify the comparison
with the baseline result, we measure two suites of target accuracies: the average target accuracy (i.e., the average precision and
recall of the 100 executions) and the best target accuracy (i.e., the
best precision and recall of the 100 executions).
The results of both average and best accuracies are listed in Figure 5 (columns 6-9). We can see that, comparing to the baseline
result, both the precision and recall are improved. In particular, in
most executions, the data-ensemble framework achieves better accuracy than the baseline result. For instance, Figure 6 shows the
100 target precisions of the 100 executions over Books and Airfares. We observe that, although accuracies may be various in different executions, most precisions in both Books and Airfares are
better than their corresponding baseline precisions. Similar result
can also be observed in Figure 7 for target recall. (Figure 7 looks
more regular than Figure 6 because for recall, only the value on numerator is changing, while for precision, values on both numerator
and denominator are changing.) Hence, this experiment indicates
that the data-ensemble framework can indeed boost the matching
accuracy under noisy schema input, and thus maintain the desired
robustness of a holistic matcher.
The execution time of the data-ensemble framework is also acceptable. The 100 executions on Books take 118 seconds and on
Airfares 109 seconds. Therefore, the average time for one execution is about only 1 second.
From Figure 6, we also observe an interesting phenomenon: It
seems that there is an upper-bound of precision, which the dataensemble framework cannot exceed. (The same phenomenon also
exists in the recall part in Figure 7.) The existence of such an upper
bound is because, in essence, there are two types of data quality
problems, noises and missing data, and the data-ensemble framework can deal with noises, but not missing data.
First, noises are some observed data that ideally should not be
observed, i.e., they are outliers. Although noises may affect the accuracy of the base algorithm, they are minority in quantity. Down-

sampling is thus a good approach to filtering them out and consequently, the majority voting can be effective.
Second, missing data are some data that ideally should be observed, but in reality are not. For this missing data case, sampling
and voting techniques will not help, since when the entire dataset
has missing data, all the trials will also have missing data and their
aggregate result thus cannot fix the problem.
Therefore, the accuracy affected by missing data cannot be fixed
by the data-ensemble framework. The accuracy upper-bound of
the data-ensemble framework is thus 1 - φ, where φ is the accuracy
degradation caused by missing data.
The result under various configuration settings: The purpose of
this set of experiments is to help us empirically find the optimal
parameter setting of S and T .
First, we measure the accuracy of the data-ensemble framework
with different sampling sizes on the two domains. In particular, we
fix T at 41 and let S progressively increase from 10 to 55 with an
increment size 5 (i.e., 10, 15, 20, ..., 55) for Books and from 10 to
40 with an increment size 3 for Airfares. For each sampling size,
we execute the data-ensemble framework 30 times and compute
the average precision and recall. Figure 8 shows the experimental
result.
From Figure 8, we can observe the same trend in both domains–
That is, when sampling size increases, the target precision mostly
keeps on decreasing, while the target recall goes up first and then
goes down at some point. We give the explanation as below: A
small sampling size may miss some attributes in downsampling and
thus discover less matchings, which results in trivially high precision but low recall. With larger sampling size, we are able to cover
more attributes and thus discover not only more correct matchings,
but also a few false matchings. Consequently, the precision decreases and recall increases. When the sampling size is too large,
a downsampling is likely to have many noises and thus the recall
starts to decrease again.
The best sampling size we should take is thus some values in
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Figure 7: The target recall with 100 executions on two domains.
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Figure 8: The target accuracy under various sampling sizes.
the middle. We choose the F -measure, which combines precision
R
, to measure the overall accuracy.
P and recall R as F = P2P+R
From Figure 8(a) shows, we can see the best range of sampling
size for Books, according to F -measure, is around 20. Similarly,
from Figure 8(b), the best range of sampling size for Airfares is
around 16. Therefore, we choose these two values as our optimal
settings for S in Books and Airfares respectively.
Second, we measure the accuracy of the data-ensemble framework with different numbers of trials on the two domains. In particular, we fix S at 20 for Books and 16 for Airfares. We change
T from 5 to 49 with increment size 4 for both domains. For each
T , we again execute the framework 30 times and compute the average precision and recall. Figure 9 shows the experimental result.
From the result, we can see that, in both domains, both the precision and recall become more and more flat and stable when T
increases. This result indicates that with as long as the T value is
not very small, we can have roughly the same performance and thus
the decision on T is not a critical factor. Specifically, according to
Figure 9, setting T as 41 is good enough to obtain stable result in
both domains.

6.

rent development, we empirically set sampling size S and number
of trial T ; thus, we naturally want to know whether it is possible
to develop a principled method to automatically derive the appropriate S and T values. We notice that our analytic modeling in
Section 3 can be a promising guidance for such a derivation. In
particular, according to Equation 4, we can ask the question: Given
an objective voting confidence c, what are the appropriate values
of S and T we should take to ensure βM (S, T ) > c? The (S, T )
pairs that satisfy the above requirements are our setting candidates.
However, we need to solve two problems: 1) How to enumerate the
space of all valid (S, T ) pairs; 2) As the space often contains many
(S, T ) pairs, how can we evaluate whether a pair is a good setting
or not. We plan to study this problem in our future work.
Second, since exploiting sampling techniques, the matching result of our framework may be various in each time; it is thus valuable to develop some strategy to address this uncertainty problem.
In particular, we can again exploit the statistical voting strategy:
Instead of running the framework only once, we execute the framework multiple times and choose the most frequently discovered
matching result as the final output. On one hand, in a statistical
sense, such a strategy should be able to deliver more stable matching result; on the other hand, since in most cases, the data-ensemble
framework achieves better accuracy, such a strategy should also
give a good matching quality, although may not be the best one.

CONCLUDING DISCUSSION

In our study for the data-ensemble framework, we also observed
some open issues that warrant further research. First, in our cur-
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Figure 9: The target accuracy under various number of trials.
Third, while this paper focuses on integrating holistic schema
matching with schema extraction, to generalize, we believe the
data-ensemble framework will be more widely applicable to the
system integration of other large scale integration tasks. Our study
is a first step toward understanding the system integration issue of
building an integration system, which are often overlooked when
we focus on well-abstracted and isolated tasks. Although this work
addresses the noisy input problem in the context of integrating holistic schema matching with interface extraction, as our modeling and
techniques are rather generic, we believe it will be more generally
applicable beyond the holistic schema matching task. In our future
work, we plan to apply this data-ensemble idea for other holistic
matchers as well as other integration tasks.
In summary, this paper identifies robust quality as an inherent
challenge for leveraging holistic quantity in large scale schema
matching. Such a robustness issue inevitably arises in integrating holistic schema matching with automatic schema extraction.
As the solution, we develop a data-ensemble framework with sampling and voting techniques, inspired by bagging predictors. We
are essentially applying bagging techniques in a new scenario of
mining semantic correspondences among attributes. Both the analytic justification and experimental result show the promise of our
framework.
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